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Quantum noise in laser-interferometer gravitational-wave detectors
with a heterodyne readout scheme
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We analyze and discuss the quantum noise in signal-recycled laser interferometer gravitational-wave detec-
tors, such as Advanced LIGO, using a heterodyne readout scheme and taking into account the optomechanical
dynamics. Contrary to homodyne detection, a heterodyne readout scheme can simultaneously measure more
than one quadrature of the output field, providing an additional way of optimizing the interferometer sensitiv-
ity, but at the price of additional noise. Our analysis provides the framework needed to evaluate whether a
homodyne or heterodyne readout scheme is more optimal for second generation interferometers from an
astrophysical point of view. As a more theoretical outcome of our analysis, we show that as a consequence of
the Heisenberg uncertainty principle the heterodyne scheme cannot convert conventional interferometers into
~broadband! quantum non-demolition interferometers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Long-baseline laser-interferometer gravitational-wa
~GW! detectors have begun operation in the United Sta
@Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observato
~LIGO! @1##, Europe ~VIRGO @2# and GEO 600@3#! and
Japan~TAMA 300 @4#!. Even as the first detectors begin th
search for gravitational radiation, development of the n
generation detectors, such as Advanced LIGO~or LIGO-II!,
is underway. With planned improvements in the seism
noise reduction, via active vibration isolation@5#, and in the
limits set by thermal noise, via the improved mechani
quality of the optics and clever suspension strategies@6#, the
sensitivity of second generation detectors is expected to
quantum-noise limited in much of the detection band fro
10 to 104 Hz.

The optical configuration of all current GW detectors i
cludes a Michelson interferometer. Two 4-km-long Fab
Perot cavities are inserted into the arms of the Michel
interferometer; the optical field builds up in the cavities a
samples the GW-induced phase shift multiple times. The
cavities thus increase the sensitivity of the detector. T
Michelson-based optical configuration makes it natural to
compose the optical fields and the mechanical motion of
arm-cavity mirrors into modes that are either symmetric~i.e.
equal amplitude! or antisymmetric~i.e. equal in magnitude
but opposite in sign! in the two arms, as explained in deta
for example, in Refs.@7–10#. No light leaves the interferom
eter from below the beam splitter~BS! or dark port, except
the light induced by the antisymmetric motion of the ar
cavity test-mass mirrors, e.g., due to a passing gravitatio
wave, or due to vacuum fluctuations that originally enter
interferometer from the dark port. Since GW interferomet
operate on a dark fringe, the intensity of the light exiting t
0556-2821/2003/67~12!/122005~14!/$20.00 67 1220
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antisymmetric port is quadratic in the GW amplitude, a
therefore insensitive to it, to first order. The standard way
circumvent this is to cause interference in the signal fi
with a relatively strong local oscillator~LO! field, such that
the intensity of the total optical field, detected at the b
frequency, varies linearly with the GW amplitude. The va
ous methods of measuring the GW-induced signal at the
tisymmetric port are referred to asreadout schemes.

Previously@7–11#, the quantum noise in Advanced LIGO
was calculated assuming a homodyne readout scheme
which the LO field oscillates at exactly the same frequen
as the incident laser. The homodyne readout scheme can
significant technical challenges for laser noise. In this pa
we consider heterodyne readout schemes, in which the
has different frequencies from the carrier. The heterod
readout is usually implemented, as in the initial LIGO~or
LIGO-I!, by using phase modulated light: the light incide
on the interferometer consists of a carrier and radio f
quency ~rf! phase modulation~PM! sidebands.1 Using the
Schnupp asymmetry@13#, the PM sidebands are transmitte
to the photodetector as efficiently as possible, while the c
rier still returns to the bright port. The transmitted sideban
then act as a LO against which the GW signal can be
Demodulation at the modulation frequency converts the s
nal back down into the baseband. This technique circu
vents laser technical noise by upconverting the signal de
tion to frequencies where the laser light is shot-noise limi
~a few megahertz!. Here we do not concern ourselves wi
technical noise in the laser; we consider only the fundam

1Because all cases of heterodyning we consider in this work
carried out at radio frequencies, we refer to this readout asRF
modulation-demodulation.
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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tal quantum noise in the light. When the rf modulation-
demodulation readout scheme is implemented, more t
one quadrature of the interferometer output will be availa
for measurement, providing an additional tool for the op
mization of the sensitivity, which is not available in hom
dyne detection.

However, anadditional quantum noise contribution, a
compared with the homodyne readout scheme, usually
pears in this scheme during the photodetection process
was realized by Gea-Banacloche and Luechs in Ref.@12#
where they evaluated the compatibility of squeezing a
modulation-demodulation readout schemes in simple Mi
elson interferometers, and also by Schnupp, using more
eral considerations@13#. This additional contribution is due
to vacuum fluctuations in frequency bands that are twice
modulation frequency away from the carrier. Subsequen
the heterodyne scheme was investigated in more detai
Niebauer et al.@14# and Meers and Strain@15#. These works
@12–15# focused exclusively on the detection of the outp
phasequadrature withphasemodulated LO light~at the out-
put port!, which is appropriate for conventional GW interfe
ometers with low circulating power, and hence negligib
back action noise, but not for the advanced GW interfero
eters considered here.

The main purpose of this paper is to further generalize
results obtained in Refs.@12–15#, by including the possibil-
ity of detectinggenericquadratures with LO light that ar
mixturesof phase and amplitude modulation to the carri
and applying them to advanced GW interferometers, suc
Advanced LIGO. In particular, we provide expressions a
examples of the quantum noise, taking into account exp
itly both the variable-quadrature optimization and the ad
tional heterodyne noise. This lays the foundation for optim
zation of the detector sensitivity for specific astrophysi
sources and for comparison between heterodyne and ho
dyne schemes from an astrophysical point of view. The
sults of these investigations will be reported elsewhere@16#.

Recently, Somiya@17# showed independently the possib
ity of measuring different quadratures through heterod
detection, and investigated the consequences for both
ventional and signal-recycled interferometers. However,
additional heterodyne noise was not explicitly taken in
account—it was hoped that, in certain sophisticated het
dyne schemes, the additional heterodyne noise becomes
ligible, while the variable-quadrature optimization remai
possible. However, as we show in this paper, the additio
heterodyne noise is a direct consequence of the Heisen
uncertainty principle, and will always exist as long as mo
than one quadrature is available for simultaneous meas
ment. Moreover, the Heisenberg uncertainty principle gi
rise to a quantum limit to the additional heterodyne noi
which is frequency independent unless a frequen
dependent squeezing is implemented. This frequen
independent quantum limit will seriously constrain the pow
of the variable-quadrature optimization of heterody
schemes in achieving~broadband! quantum non-demolition
~QND! performance. In fact, for conventional interferom
eters, all quantum-limited heterodyne detection can
shown to be equivalent to a frequency-independent ho
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dyne detection performed on an otherwise identical conv
tional interferometer with lower input laser power.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the modulation and demodulation process and derive the
modulated output of signal-recycled interferometers in ter
of quadrature operators and arbitrary heterodyne field am
tudes — taking the simplest sine-wave modulatio
demodulation scheme as an example; in Sec. III we de
the expressions for the quantum noise spectral density in
scheme, and apply them to the initial and Advanced LIG
interferometers; in Sec. IV we analyze a completely gene
modulation/demodulation scheme, derive a quantum limit
heterodyne measurements, and discuss the consequen
this quantum limit for conventional interferometers. Final
in Sec. V, we present our conclusions.

II. THE RADIO-FREQUENCY
MODULATION-DEMODULATION SCHEME

IN ADVANCED LIGO

A. Overview of Advanced LIGO optical configuration

The Michelson interferometer is operated on the d
fringe to minimize static laser power, and hence the s
noise associated with this light, at the antisymmetric~dark!
port. Since most of the light returns toward the laser, a p
tially transmitting mirror, the power-recycling mirror~PRM!
is placed between the laser and the beam splitter to ‘‘recyc
the light back into the interferometer@18# ~see Fig. 1!. The
optical configuration currently planned to achieve quantu
limited performance in Advanced LIGO uses the reson
sideband extraction~RSE! technique @19#, in addition to
power recycling. In RSE, an additional partially transmittin

FIG. 1. We draw a signal-~and power-!recycled LIGO interfer-
ometer. The laser light enters the interferometer from the left~bright
port!, through the power-recycling mirror~PRM!, and gets split by
a 50/50 beam splitter into the two identical~in the absence of gravi-
tational waves! arm cavities. Each of the arm cavities is formed
the input test-mass~ITM ! and the end test-mass~ETM! mirrors. A
signal extracting mirror~SEM! is placed at the dark port, forming
signal extracting~SE! cavity with the ITMs.
5-2
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FIG. 2. The outgoing field at the interferom
eter output consists of GW sideband signa
around v0, the Schnupp sideband fields atv0

6vm and quantum fluctuations spread out at
frequencies.
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mirror, the signal extraction mirror~SEM!, is placed between
the antisymmetric port of the beam splitter and photodete
~see Fig 1!.

The optical properties~reflectivity, loss! of this signal ex-
traction mirror and its microscopic position~in fractions of
the wavelength of the laser light, 1.064mm) can signifi-
cantly influence the frequency response of the interferom
@19,20#. When the signal extraction cavity~SEC!—
comprising the SEM and the input test-mass~ITM ! mirrors
of the arm cavities—is exactly resonant or anti-resonan
the laser frequency, the bandwidth of the entire detector
be increased or decreased by altering the reflectivity of
SEM. These two special cases are referred to as reso
sideband extraction~RSE! @19# and signal recycling~SR!
@20#, respectively.

As the signal cavity is slightly offset~detuned! from reso-
nance~RSE! or antiresonance~SR!, the frequency at which
the peak optical response of the detector occurs can
shifted to frequencies where other noise sources are
dominant. Note that, unlike conventional interferometers a
tuned RSE/SR interferometers, the frequency response
detuned configurations are no longer symmetric around
carrier frequency, with only one resonant peak located ei
higher or lower than the carrier frequency. As a conseque
although the interferometer will respond resonantly to GW
with a certain nonzero frequency, only one of the two~upper
and lower! sidebands the GW generates symmetrica
around the carrier frequency is on resonance. More gener
the upper and lower GW sidebands contribute asymme
cally to the total output field, which makes the GW sign
appear simultaneously in both quadratures of the output fi
@8–11#. Detuned configurations are neither RSE nor SR
the original sense, but roughly speaking, such a configura
can be classified as either RSE or SR by looking at whe
the bandwidth of the entire interferometer is broader or n
rower than that of the arm cavity. Historically, since SR w
invented earlier than RSE, some literature refers to all c
figurations with a signal mirror as ‘‘signal recycled.’’

Since detuned RSE allows us to control the spectral
sponse of the interferometer and optimize for specific as
physical sources, it has become a strongly favored candi
for Advanced LIGO.2 A notable consequence is that with th
high laser power of Advanced LIGO, the optomechani

2RSE, instead of SR, is chosen for Advanced LIGO in order
decrease the required input power@19#. However, as far as quantum
noise is concerned, the required circulating power inside the a
will not be influenced by whether SR or RSE is used@11,19#.
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coupling induced by detuned RSE/SR significantly modifi
the dynamics of the interferometer, introducing an additio
resonance at which the sensitivity also peaks@8–11#.

B. Modulation and demodulation processes

The rf modulation-demodulation scheme comprises t
parts: the modulation-preparation and demodulation-read
processes. In this section we consider only the simplest c
sine-wave modulation and demodulation. A more gene
discussion of modulation/demodulation schemes can
found in Sec. IV.

Phase modulated light is incident on the interferomete
is composed of the carrier at the laser frequencyv0;2
31015 s21, and a pair of phase modulation sidebands off
from the carrier by several megahertz, sovm;2p
3106 s21@ GW-sideband frequency,2p3104 s21. The
detection port is kept as dark as possible for the carrier, w
the PM sidebands atv06vm are coupled out as efficiently a
possible to act as the local oscillator for the GW-induc
carrier field that leaks out. Maximal rf sideband transmiss
is adjusted in two ways:~i! by a path difference in the arm
of the Michelson interferometer that is arranged to be hig
transmissive for the rf component of the field—the Schnu
asymmetry; and~ii ! by matching the transmission of th
power-recycling and signal-extracting mirrors so that the
fective cavity comprising those two mirrors is criticall
coupled. In addition to the gravitational-wave readout,
PM sidebands are also useful for controlling the auxilia
degrees of freedom of the interferometer@21#.

In Fig. 2 we show the outgoing optical field at the inte
ferometer output in the frequency domain, which consists
the GW sidebands, the Schnupp sidebands and quantum
tuations at the output. The relative amplitudes of the rf si
bands are intentionally shown to be unequal. This is a cas
unbalanced heterodyning, and is an intrinsic feature of
detuned RSE interferometer. As described above, when
move to detuned RSE, the SEC is detuned from perfect
rier resonance, such that the resonance peak of the s
cavity coincides withoneof the GW signal sidebands, at th
expense of the other one; consequently, the GW signal
pears in both quadratures of the output field. At the sa
time, this phase shift in the signal cavity moves both rf sid
bands off perfect resonance as well, which results in p
output coupling of both rf sidebands. This can be remed
by offsetting the rf sideband frequency — or conversely,
macroscopic length of the SEC — to makeone of the rf

o

s
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sidebands resonant@22#. Hence, detuned RSE leads to unb
anced heterodyne fields. Although the carrier is phase mo
lated before entering the interferometer, the heterodyne fi
at the output port will no longer act as a pure phase mo
lation on the carrier.

At the detection port, a standard heterodyne detection
cedure is used to extract the GW signal:

outgoing light⇒photodetection

→mixing with cos~vmt1fD!

→ low-pass filter

⇒demodulated output.

The photodetection process consists of taking the squar
the optical field shown in Fig. 2. This operation mixes t
GW signal ~and quantum fluctuations! located at frequency
;v0 with the rf sideband fields located at frequencyv0
6vm. As a consequence the GW signal is measured in th
band around6vm. By taking the product of~or mixing! the
photodetection output with the demodulation functio
cos(vmt1fD), the GW signal is down-converted back
low frequencies. The result is then filtered by a low-pa
filter, yielding a frequency-independentquadrature that de
pends onfD . However, as we shall see more quantitative
in the following sections, in addition to the GW signal~and
quantum fluctuations! centered at;v0, quantum fluctua-
tions at;v062vm also enter the demodulated output at t
antisymmetric port. This gives rise to an additional no
term that is not present in a homodyne readout scheme.

C. Demodulated output of LIGO interferometers

The optical field coming out from the interferometer~see
Fig. 1! can be written as a sum of two parts:
12200
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E~ t !5L~ t !1S~ t !. ~1!

The first term,

L~ t !5@D1ei (v01vm)t1D2ei (v02vm)t#1H.c., ~2!

is the~classical! LO light composed of the Schnupp sideba
fields at frequenciesv06vm, with ~complex! amplitudes
D1 andD2 , respectively. The magnitude and phase ofD6

depend on the specific optical configuration. The two quad
tures of the LO are generated by either amplitude modula
~first quadrature! or phase modulation~second quadrature! of
the input light. The second term in Eq.~1! can be decom-
posed into the Fourier components of theoutputquadrature
fields, bv ~see e.g., Sec. II in Ref.@7#!, containing both the
~classical! GW signal and the quantum fluctuations of optic
fields nearv0,

S~ t ![E
0

1`dv

2p
@e2 ivt bv1H.c.#,

5E
2L

1LdV

2p
@e2 i (v022vm1V)t bv022vm1V1H.c.#

1E
2L

1LdV

2p
@e2 i (v01V)t bv01V1H.c.#

1E
2L

1LdV

2p
@e2 i (v012vm1V)t bv012vm1V1H.c.#

1~contributions at irrelevant frequency bands!, ~3!

whereV refers to the GW sideband frequency andL&vm
refers to the demodulation bandwidth.3 ~For simplicity and
clarity, we write out explicitly only the terms that will even
tually contribute to the demodulated output.!

The photocurrent from the photodetector is proportio
to the square of the optical field:
er
t it. See
i ~ t !}E2~ t !5L2~ t !12L~ t ! S~ t !1S2~ t !,

5@contributions at frequencies 0,62vm, 6~2v062vm!, from L2~ t !#

12D1F E
2L

1LdV

2p
ei (vm2V)t bv01V1E

2L

1LdV

2p
e2 i (vm1V)t bv012vm1VG1H.c.

12D2F E
2L

1LdV

2p
ei (vm2V)t bv022vm1V1E

2L

1LdV

2p
e2 i (vm1V)t bv01VG1H.c.

1~contributions at irrelevant frequency bands!

1@ terms quadratic inb,b†, from S2~ t !#. ~4!

3Note that in bothL(t) andS(t) we disregard the overall factorA2p\v0 /Ac whereA is the effective cross sectional area of the las
beam andc is the speed of light. This factor does not affect the final expression for the spectral density and for simplicity we neglec
Eq. ~2.6! in Ref. @9#.
5-4
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After taking the product of~or mixing! i (t) with cos(vmt
1fD) and applying a low-pass filter with cutoff frequenc
L, we obtain the demodulated output

i ~ t !cos~vmt1fD!

⇒
low pass

O~fD ;t !

5E
2L

1LdV

2p
@~D1e2 ifD1D2eifD!e2 i V t bv01V1H.c.#

1E
2L

1LdV

2p
@D1eifDe2 i V t bv012vm1V1H.c.#

1E
2L

1LdV

2p
@D2e2 ifDe2 i V t bv022vm1V1H.c.#, ~5!

where we assume the local oscillator to be strong eno
that the quadratic terms in Eq.~4! can be ignored. It is con
venient to recast the demodulated output~5! in terms of
quadrature operators by using the following relation~for L
!v):

E
2L

1LdV

2p
@Ae2 i V t bv1V1A* ei V t bv1V

† #

5E
0

1LdV

2p
A2 A0 e2 i V t ba1 p/2

v ~V!1H.c. ~6!

HereA5A0 eia (A0 , aPR) is an arbitrary complex ampli
tude, and the quadrature operatorba1p/2

v is defined as~see
also Refs.@8,9#!

bz
v~V!5b1

v~V!sinz1b2
v~V!cosz, ~7!

where

b1
v~V!5

bv1V1bv2V
†

A2
, b2

v~V!5
bv1V2bv2V

†

A2i
. ~8!

The superscriptv on the quadrature fields is added to e
phasize that the quadratures are defined with respect to
central frequencyv. By applying relation~6! to the demodu-
lated output~5!, we get

O~fD ;t !5E
0

1LdV

2p
e2 i V tA2@D0 bz0

v0~V!

1uD1u bz1

v012vm~V!1uD2u bz2

v022vm~V!#

1H.c., ~9!

in which we have defined

D0[uD1e2 ifD1D2eifDu ~10!

and

z0[
p

2
1arg~D1e2 ifD1D2eifD!, ~11!
12200
h

-
the

z6[6fD1
p

2
1argD6 . ~12!

In the frequency domain, we have

O~fD ;V!5A2D0Fbz0

v0~V!1
uD1u
D0

bz1

v012vm~V!

1
uD2u
D0

bz2

v022vm~V!G , uVu,L. ~13!

The first term inside the brackets,bz0

v0, is an output quadra-

ture field around the carrier frequencyv0, which contains
both the GW signal and vacuum fluctuations in the opti
fields near the carrier frequency. In Refs.@8–11#, this
quadrature field is related to the input quadrature field at
antisymmetric port via the input-output relations, from whi
the spectral density of the quantum noise can be deriv
Measuring this field is the task of all readout schemes.
example, a homodyne scheme can measure directly an
trary frequency-independent quadrature. For this reason
call the quadrature fieldbz0

v0 the homodyne quadraturefor

distinction. The two additional terms inside the brackets
the additional noise, which come from vacuum fluctuatio
aroundv062vm . The sum of all three terms is what w
measure in the heterodyne scheme, which we call thehetero-
dyne quadrature.

D. Features of the rf modulation-demodulation scheme

As can be inferred from Eq.~11!, as long asuD1u
ÞuD2u, all homodyne quadratures can be measured thro
some heterodyne quadrature with the appropriate demod
tion phasefD . The ~single-sided! spectral densityS(V) as-
sociated with the noisehn can be computed by the formul
@see Eq.~22! of Ref. @7##

2pd~V2V8!S~V!

5^ inuhn~V!hn
†~V8!1hn

†~V8!hn~V!u in&, ~14!

and if the input state of the whole interferometer is t
vacuum state (u in&5u0a&), the following relation holds:

^0auai~V!aj
†~V8!1aj

†~V8!ai~V!u0a&

52pd~V2V8! d i j . ~15!

From Eq.~13! we see that the noise spectral density in t
heterodyne quadrature is the sum of that of the homod
quadrature,Sb

hom(fD ;V), and those of the additional nois
terms, Sb

add(fD ;V). Since Sb
hom(fD ;V) and Sb

add(fD ;V)
come from different frequency bands, we assume that t
are uncorrelated; hence

Sb
het~fD ;V!5Sb

hom~fD ;V!1Sb
add~fD ;V!. ~16!

Assuming that the fields associated with the additional h
erodyne noise are in the vacuum state, we get a w
~frequency-independent! spectrum for the additional noise,
5-5
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Sb
add~fD!5

uD1u21uD2u2

D0
2

5
uD1u21uD2u2

uD1e2 ifD1D2eifDu2
,

~17!

which usually depends onfD , unless eitherD1 or D2 is
zero, which we refer to as thetotally unbalancedcase. In the
case of balanced modulation, whenuD1u5uD2u, only one
quadrature,

z0
balanced5

p

2
1

1

2
~argD11argD2!, ~18!

is measured, with additional noise

Sb
add balanced5

1

2
, ~19!

and with a frequency-independent optimal demodulat
phase

fD
balanced5

1

2
@argD12argD2#1Np, N50,61, . . . .

~20!

This is the lowest possible additional noise for heterody
schemes with just one pair of sidebands. The noise spe
density can have different shapes as a function of the ho
dyne angle@7,8#. At different signal sideband frequencie
the optimal homodyne anglezopt that gives the lowest homo
dyne noise can be different. In homodyne detection, si
both quadratures of the carrier are generally not availa
only a single frequency-independent quadrature can
measured.4 By contrast, in heterodyne detection schem
~except for the balanced case!, all quadratures are availabl
for simultaneous measurement, and the final heterod
noise at each frequency will be the minimum of all quad
tures.

III. NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY AND THE EFFECT
OF THE ADDITIONAL NOISE

In this section, we write down the noise spectral dens
for both conventional and RSE interferometers when the
modulation-demodulation scheme described in Sec. I
used.

A. Total noise spectral density

The input-output relation for RSE interferometers, inclu
ing optomechanical effects, was derived in Refs.@8,9# @see
Eqs.~2.20!–~2.24! and ~2.26! of Ref. @9##. The output fields
in the frequency band of (v02L, v01L) are ~in the con-
ventions used in this paper!

4Unless the output signal is filtered through the kilometer-sc
optical filters proposed by Kimbleet al. @7#.
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S b1
v0

b2
v0D 5

1

M Fe2ibS C11 C12

C21 C22
D S a1

v0

a2
v0D

1A2KteibS D1

D2
D h

hSQL
G , ~21!

where

M511r2e4ib22re2ibS cos2f1
K
2

sin2f D , ~22!

C115C225~11r2!S cos2f1
K
2

sin2f D22r cos2b,

~23!

C1252t2~sin2f1K sin2f!,

C215t2~sin2f2K cos2f!, ~24!

D152~11re2ib!sinf,

D252~211re2ib!cosf. ~25!

The quantitiesK, b, r, f, t and hSQL are defined in the
same way as in Refs.@8–10#. We denote byh(V) the gravi-
tational strain and give a summary of the main quantities
Tables I and II. We assume that the fieldsav0 incident on the
unused input of the antisymmetric port are in the vacu
state for all frequencies. Moreover, the additional heterod
noise fieldsbv062vm in Eq. ~13! must also be in vacuum
states, since they are far away from the carrier frequency
are not affected by the ponderomotive squeezing effect
the interferometer. We assume that the higher-order term
the modulation are not resonant in the interferometer, wh
is the case in general. Even if the higher-order sidebands
at resonance, we do not expect any ponderomotive squee
since the frequency is too high for the test-mass displa
ment to respond to an external force. Using Eqs.~14!–~17!
and ~21!, we obtain the total heterodyne noise spectral d
sity in h, as a sum of the corresponding homodyne no
~first term! and the additional heterodyne noise~second term!
@see Eqs.~10!, ~11! for the definitions ofD0 andz0]:

e

TABLE I. Basic quantities of Advanced LIGO interferometer

Quantity Symbol and value

Laser frequency v051.831015 s21

GW sideband frequency V

Input test-mass transmissivity T
Arm-cavity length L54 km
Mirror mass m
Light power at beam splitter I 0

SEM amplitude reflectivity and transmissivity r,t
SEC length l;10 m
SEC detuning f5@v0l /c#mod 2p
5-6
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Sh
het~fD ;V!5

hSQL
2

2K
1

t2 uD1 sinz01D2 cosz0u2
@~C11 sinz01C21 cosz0!21~C12 sinz01C22 cosz0!2#

1
hSQL

2

2K
1

t2 uD1 sinz01D2 cosz0u2
F uD1u21uD2u2

uD1e2 ifD1D2eifDu2
uM u2G . ~26!

TABLE II. Quantities derived from those listed in Table I.

Symbol Quantity Expression

g Half bandwidth of arm cavity
Tc

4L
b Phase gained by resonant field in arm cavity arctan(V/g)

hSQL Free-mass standard quantum limit A 8\

mV2L2

I SQL

Characteristic input power for conventional
interferometer to reach the standard quantum limit

~SQL! at V5g

mL2g4

4v0

K Coupling constant for radiation-pressure effects
2~I0 /ISQL!g

4

V2~V21g2!
ty
o

ca
th

th
h

or

onal
n a
We note that the optimal heterodyne noise spectral densi
a given GW signal sideband frequency is the minimum
those obtained by varyingfD ~and thusz0).

B. Conventional interferometers

For the power-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson opti
configuration, the so-called conventional interferometer,
GW signal appears only in the second~or phase! quadrature.
Furthermore, barring imperfections, the transmission of
Schnupp sidebands is balanced. In our notation suc
12200
at
f

l
e

e
a

scheme is obtained by settingD252D1* , with fD5

6p/21argD1 which is the optimal demodulation phase f
all frequencies@see Eq.~20!#. Evaluating Eq.~26! in the case
f50,t51, we get

Sh
het conv5

hSQL
2

2K S K 2111
1

2D , ~27!

where the last term inside the parentheses is the additi
heterodyne noise, which is equal to 1/2 the shot noise i
heterodyne
FIG. 3. In the left panel we show the square root of noise spectral density, in units ofhSQL(g), for a conventional interferometer with
I 05I SQL, using balanced heterodyne detection~solid curve! and the homodyne~dashed curve! scheme, plotted as functions ofV/g. The
second quadrature is measured. In the right panel we plot the noise spectral density of the same interferometer, using unbalanced
detection, with homodyne angle chosen at the optimal value for the homodyne case,z(V)5zopt hom(V) ~dashed line!, and at the re-optimized
value for the heterodyne casez(V)5zopt het(V) ~solid curve!, respectively. The optimal heterodyne noise spectral densitywithout the
additional noiseis also shown~dotted curve!, which agrees with the result for frequency-independent homodyne detection@7#. The SQL line
is shown in both panels as gray straight lines.
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FIG. 4. A detuned RSE interferometer (T50.033,r50.9, f5p/220.47,m530 kg, I 05I SQL) using balanced heterodyne detection.
the left panel we plot the square root of total heterodyne noise spectral density in the first~dash-dotted curve! and second~long dashed curve!
quadratures, compared with the homodyne ones~dotted curve and solid curve, respectively!. The SQL line is also shown as a gray straig
line. In the right panel we show the ratio of the square roots of the heterodyne and the homodyne noise spectral densities, for the fir~dashed
curve! and second~solid curve! quadratures.
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homodyne readout scheme~second term!, originally derived
in Ref. @15#. In the left panel of Fig. 3, we plot the nois
curves of a conventional interferometer withI 05I SQL, using
homodyne and balanced heterodyne detection, respecti
with the second quadrature measured. This is exactly
result in Ref.@14#. More sophisticated modulation schem
that can further lower or eliminate the additional heterody
noisein this quadraturehave been investigated by Schnu
@13#, Niebauer et al.@14#, and Meers and Strain@15#.

If, on the contrary, the rf sidebands at the antisymme
port are not balanced, one can measure arbitrary quadra
by adjusting the demodulation phase~see Sec. II D!. As pro-
posed by Vyatchanin, Matsko and Zubova@23#, and further
investigated by Kimble, Levin, Matsko, Thorne and Vyatch
nin ~KLMTV ! @7#, measuring different quadratures at diffe
ent GW signal sideband frequencies can allow conventio
interferometers to beat the standard quantum limit@24# sig-
nificantly, thus converting them into QND interferomete
Somiya@17# proposed that, by using a frequency-depend
demodulation phase, a KLMTV-type, frequency-depend
optimization is achievable in a totally unbalanced modu
tion scheme. However, the effect of the additional hete
dyne noise was not explicitly taken into account and
show in this section that the additional heterodyne no
plays an important role as soon as one approaches the S
So much so, that for totally unbalanced heterodyne detec
the SQL cannot be beaten, and for intermediate levels
imbalance the SQL is beaten by very modest amounts.

For simplicity, we first consider a totally unbalance
modulation scheme~which was the case investigated b
Somiya@17#!, in which only D1 ~or only D2) is non-zero.
From Eq.~26!, fixing t51, r50 andf50, we have

Sh
het conv5

hSQL
2

2K F ~K2tanz0!2111
1

cos2z0
G , ~28!

where the last term inside the parentheses is the additi
noise due to heterodyne detection. Using the optimal de
12200
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tion angle in the~frequency dependent! homodyne case
@7,23#, zopt hom5arctanK, one has

Sh5
hSQL

2

2K ~K 212!>A2hSQL
2 , ~29!

which cannot reach the SQL. Re-optimizing the detect
angle, we obtainzopt het5arctan(K/2). This gives

@Sh
het conv#opt5

hSQL
2

2K S K 2

2
12D>hSQL

2 , ~30!

which only touches, but never beats, the SQL. In the ri
panel of Fig. 3, we plot the noise curve of a convention
interferometer withI 05I SQL, the heterodyne noise spectr
density usingzopt hom @given by Eq.~29!#, and the optimal
heterodyne noise spectral density@given by Eq.~30!#. As can
be further verified, having two sidebands with unequal a
plitude can allow the interferometer to beat the SQL, b
only by very moderate amounts, and in limited frequen
bands.

We might still expect to use more sophisticat
modulation-demodulation schemes to lower the additio
heterodyne noise while retaining the possibility of variab
quadrature optimization. However, as we shall see in Sec
such an effort will be significantly limited by the Heisenbe
uncertainty principle.

C. Signal-recycled interferometers

In this section, we give some examples of noise curves
detuned RSE interferometers with a heterodyne read
scheme, and compare them to the homodyne cases.

In the balanced scheme the additional heterodyne nois
the lowest, but only one quadrature can be measured.
this case we show the effect of the additional heterod
noise on the sensitivity curves in Fig. 4. In the left panel,
plot the noise curves for a detuned RSE interferometer w
T50.033,r50.9, f5p/220.47, I 05I SQL and m530 kg
~the configuration considered in Refs.@8–10#! when the first
5-8
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FIG. 5. A detuned RSE interferometer (T50.033,r50.9, f5p/220.47,m530 kg, I 05I SQL, the same as Fig. 4! using totally unbal-
anced heterodyne detection. In the left panel we show the noise curves for quadratures withz50 ~solid curve!, p/4 ~long dashed curve!, p/2
~short dashed curve! and 3p/4 ~dash-dotted curve!, together with the final heterodyne noise optimized at all sideband frequencies~thick solid
curve!. In the right panel, the final heterodyne noise~thick solid curve! is shown along with the homodyne noise in the first~dashed curve!
and second~dash-dotted curve! quadratures. The optimal heterodyne noise without the additional noise is also shown~dotted curve! for
comparison. The SQL is plotted in both panels as gray straight lines.
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(z5p/2) and second quadratures (z50) are measured, by
homodyne and balanced heterodyne read out schemes. I
right panel, we plot the ratio of the heterodyne noise to
corresponding homodyne ones. The additional heterod
noise has more features around the two valleys of the n
curves, where the optomechanical dynamics~the RSE trans-
fer function! determines the shape of the curves. Abo
;200 Hz, the ratio between the square roots of the het
dyne and the homodyne noise spectral densities assume
constant valueA3/2;1.22, which is due to the additiona
heterodyne noise when the shot noise dominates@see Eq.
~27!#.

Practical implementation of the rf sidebands in the int
ferometer has shown that detuned RSE configurations
likely to be very unbalanced@16,22#. In the left panel of Fig.
5, we plot the unbalanced heterodyne noise spectral dens
for the same interferometer parameters used in Fig. 4, w
z050, p/4, p/2 and 3p/4, and the optimal heterodyne nois
obtained by maximizing overz0 at each sideband frequenc
Indeed, in the heterodyne readout scheme we have the
vantage of optimizing the detection angle at different f
quencies. At each particular signal sideband frequency,
optimal heterodyne noise spectral density is just the m
mum of all quadratures. In the right panel of Fig. 5, w
compare the optimal heterodyne noise with the homod
noise atz50 andz5p/2. As we see from this example, fo
the same interferometer configuration, neither the homod
nor the heterodyne readout can provide a noise spectral
sity that is the lowest for all GW signal sideband frequenci
To make a more rigorous comparison between these
schemes a more critical study is required that takes into c
sideration specific astrophysical GW sources, the experim
tal feasibility and the other sources of noise, as well.~As an
example, the current Advanced LIGO design estimates
dominant, thermoelastic component at about the SQL@25#.
To lower the thermoelastic contribution below the SQL
interesting and challenging proposal has been analyzed
cently @26#.! The optimization of homodyne versus heter
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dyne readout schemes which include those effects is
rently underway, and will be reported elsewhere@16#.

As shown in Ref.@10#, detuned RSE interferometers hav
an unstable optomechanical resonance. In the paramete
gime emphasized in Refs.@8–11#, the unstable resonance lie
within the observation band — which gives a dip in the no
spectrum. Consequently, the control scheme must sense
act on the motion of the system within the observation ba
In Ref. @10#, an idealized control scheme is conceived for t
homodyne readout, which suppresses the instability
leaves the noise spectral density unchanged. The same
trol issue will need to be addressed with the heterodyne re
out scheme as well.

IV. MORE GENERAL DISCUSSION OF HETERODYNE
SCHEMES: MINIMAL ADDITIONAL NOISE

AND QUANTUM LIMIT

In Sec. II we discussed the sinusoidal modulatio
demodulation scheme, which is the easiest to implem
There exist more sophisticated schemes, such as those
posed by Schnupp and investigated by Niebauer et al.@14#,
and Meers and Strain@15#, that can further optimize the in
terferometer performances. These authors restricted t
analyses to low-power interferometers and focused on
detection of the second~or phase! quadrature. In this section
we extend their discussions to the more general case w
all quadratures can be measured. As we shall see, altho
modulation/demodulation readout schemes offer the adv
tage of variable-quadrature optimization, they are in gene
limited in converting non-QND interferometers to~broad-
band! QND interferometers.

A. Quantum limit for the additional heterodyne noise

The field coming out from the dark port can be written,
the time domain, as
5-9
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E~ t !5@A~ t !cosv0t1P~ t !sinv0t#

1@E1~ t !cosv0t1E2~ t !sinv0t#, ~31!

where the first term is the transmitted Schnupp sideb
fields in the form of a combination of amplitude modulatio
@A(t)# and phase modulation@P(t)# to the carrier. In Eq.
~31! we denoted byE1(t) and E2(t) the quadrature fields
containing GW signal and quantum fluctuations. The out
from the photodetector is then

i ~ t !}A~ t !E1~ t !1P~ t !E2~ t !. ~32!

The amplitude and phase modulation are in general peri
functions, with the same angular frequencyvm @v0@vm
@VGW#:

A~ t !5(
k

Ake
2 ikvmt, Ak5A2k* , ~33!

P~ t !5(
k

Pke
2 ikvmt, Pk5P2k* . ~34!

In the frequency domain Eq.~32! reads

i ~V!}(
k

@Akb1
v0~V2kvm!1Pkb2

v0~V2kvm!#.

~35!

Denoting the demodulation function withD(t), the demodu-
lated output is

O~ t !5D~ t !i ~ t !}D~ t !A~ t !E1~ t !1D~ t !P~ t !E2~ t !.
~36!

The demodulation functionD(t) should have the same fre
quency as the modulation functions, therefore,

D~ t !5(
k

Dke
2 ikvmt, Dk5D2k* . ~37!

Note that Eq.~36! is a generalization of Eq.~4! of Ref. @15#.
Using the above equations, the Fourier transform of the
modulated output~36! can be written as
12200
d

t

ic

e-

Õ~V!5(
k

Dk* @Akb1
v0~V!1Pkb2

v0~V!#

1 (
pÞ0

(
k

Dk* @Ak1pb1
v0~V2pvm!

1Pk1pb2
v0~V2pvm!#. ~38!

Let us suppose that the low-frequency component ofÕ(V)
is filtered out; then the first term in Eq.~38! gives a
frequency-independent quadrature field nearv0, while the
second term gives the additional heterodyne noise that a
from quantum fluctuations nearv06pvm, with p561,
62, 63, . . . . Sincevm@VGW, these fields are not af
fected by ponderomotive squeezing effects in the interfero
eter arm cavities and will be in the vacuum state. As a c
sequence, the additional heterodyne noise will also
frequency independent ~unless frequency-depende
squeezed states are injected into the dark port of the inte
ometer!. In this way, for any particular quadraturez, there is
a uniform minimum of the additional heterodyne noise at
frequencies.

Let us now construct for an arbitrary quadraturez the
optimal demodulation functionD(t) and evaluate the mini-
mal additional noise. If we want to measurebz

v0 , Eq. ~38!
says that we have to impose

S (
k

Dk* Ak , (
k

Dk* PkD 5~sinz,cosz!, ~39!

or in the time domain

~sinz,cosz!5S 1

TE0

T

D~ t !A~ t !dt,
1

TE0

T

D~ t !P~ t !dtD ,

~40!

whereT52p/vm is the common period of the modulatio
and demodulation functions. Note that, in order for t
quadraturez to be measured, Eqs.~39! and~40! need only be
true up to a constant factor. Having written them in the c
rent way, we have in fact chosen a specific normalization
D(t). Using the Parseval theorem and Eq.~40!, we derive
for the spectral density of the additional heterodyne nois
Sadd5 (
pÞ0

U(
k

Dk* Ak1pU2

1 (
pÞ0

U(
k

Dk* Pk1pU2

5(
p

U(
k

Dk* Ak1pU2

1(
p

U(
k

Dk* Pk1pU2

2U(
k

Dk* AkU2

2U(
k

Dk* PkU2

5
1

TE0

T

D2~ t !@A2~ t !1P2~ t !#dt2S 1

TE0

T

D~ t !A~ t !dtD 2

2S 1

TE0

T

D~ t !P~ t !dtD 2

5
1

TE0

T

D2~ t !@A2~ t !1P2~ t !#dt21. ~41!
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@Note that Eq.~41!, which corresponds directly to Eq.~12! of
Ref. @15#, is also consistent with Eq.~18! of Ref. @15#, since
Eqs.~39! and~40! have already imposed a normalization f
D(t).# In order to find theD(t) that satisfies Eq.~40! and
minimizeSadd, we introduce two Lagrange multipliers,l and
m, and impose

dE dt$@~A2~ t !1P2~ t !#D2~ t !22lA~ t !D~ t !

22mP~ t !D~ t !%50, ~42!

which yields

D~ t !5
lA~ t !1mP~ t !

A2~ t !1P2~ t !
. ~43!

@In Eq. ~42!, the factors of 2 in front ofl andm are added
for simplicity.# Inserting Eq.~43! back into Eq.~40! gives

M S l

m D 5S sinz

cosz D , ~44!

where

M5S 1

TE0

T A2~ t !

A2~ t !1P2~ t !
dt

1

TE0

T A~ t !P~ t !

A2~ t !1P2~ t !
dt

1

TE0

T A~ t !P~ t !

A2~ t !1P2~ t !
dt

1

TE0

T P2~ t !

A2~ t !1P2~ t !
dt
D .

~45!

The optimal demodulation function for thez quadrature is
then given by inverting Eq.~44! and inserting the resultingl
andm into Eq. ~43!. The minimal additional noise can the
be obtained by inserting the optimal demodulation funct
into Eq. ~41!:

Sadd min~z!5~l m!M S l

m D 21

5~sinz cosz!M21S sinz

cosz D 21

5~sinz cosz!~M212I !S sinz

cosz D . ~46!

Moreover, we note an interesting property ofM :

I2M5~detM !M21. ~47!

As a consequence,

M212I5M21~ I2M !5~detM !~M21!2, ~48!

so

det@M212I #51. ~49!

This implies that the minimal additional noise can be writt
in the form
12200
n

Sadd min~z!5~sinz cosz!S cosf sinf

2sinf cosf D S eR

e2RD
3S cosf 2sinf

sinf cosf D S sinz

cosz D , ~50!

with f andR frequency independent, and determined by
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the matrixM2121, which
are determined ultimately by the amplitude and phase mo
lations. It is interesting to note that this minimal noise spe
trum is of exactly the same form as that of a squeezed s

This phenomenon could in fact be anticipated from qu
tum mechanics. For the same sideband frequencyV, the
different quadratures do not commute with each other,
have the following commutation relations:

@bz
v0~V!,b

z8

v0 †
~V8!#52p isin~z2z8!d~V2V8!. ~51!

As a consequence, quantum fluctuations in the vari
quadratures are constrained by the Heisenberg uncerta
principle. As is well known, the squeezed states have
minimum noise spectrum allowed by the uncertainty pr
ciple. In modulation/demodulation schemes, all quadratu
can be read out, with additional noise:

bhet~z,V!5bz
v0~V!1n~z,V!. ~52!

So all output observables should commute with each ot
and as a consequence

@bhet~z,V!,bhet †~z8,V8!#50. ~53!

Since bz
v0(V) and n(z,V) come from different frequency

bands of the output field, they must commute with ea
other, so we must have that the mutual commutators
n(z,V) cancel those ofbz

v0(V):

@n~z,V!,n†~z8,V8!#522p isin~z2z8!d~V2V8!.
~54!

Since they do not commute with each other, the additio
noisen(z,V) is also subject to the constraint of the Heise
berg uncertainty principle—in the same way asbz

v0(V),
since the commutators only differ by a sign@see Eqs.~51!
and~54!#. This explains why the minimum additional heter
dyne noise has a spectral density of the same form as
squeezed states. The minimum noise spectrum~50! can be
regarded as aquantum limit for modulation/demodulation
schemes.

B. Impact of the quantum limit on conventional interferometers

As discussed in Refs.@7,23#, using an appropriate readou
scheme, conventional interferometers can achieve QND
formance through a cancellation between shot and radiat
pressure noises. If the quadraturez is measured, we have
5-11
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bhet conv~z,V!5coszFe2ib~ tanz2K!a1
v01e2iba2

v0

1eibA2K h

hSQL
G1n~z,V!, ~55!

and if we choose to measure the quadrature withz5zc
5arctanK the part of the shot noise@the term proportional to
a1

v0tanz inside the bracket of Eq.~55!# cancels the radiation

pressure noise@the term proportional toKa1
v0 inside the

bracket of Eq.~55!#.5 The remaining shot noise@obtained
from the term proportional toa2

v0 inside the bracket of Eq
~55!#, normalized to unit signal strength, is inversely prop
tional toK, and it can be made lower~eventually lower than
the SQL noise! by taking largerK. However, for larger val-
ues of K, tanzc grows and the corresponding coszc de-
creases. As can be seen from Eq.~55!, this implies an even
smaller signal strength in the detected quadrature, wh
makes the additional noise,n(zc ,V), more and more impor-
tant. In fact, more generally the additional noise limits t
extent to which the interferometer can beat the SQL. Writ
the total heterodyne noise spectral density@of which Eq.~28!
is a special case#, as

Sh5
hSQL

2

2 K F ~K2tanz!2111
Sadd~z!

cos2z
G , ~56!

and following the argument that led us to Eq.~30!, we obtain
the following lower limit for the heterodyne noise:
tr
ha

12200
-

h

g

@Sh~V!#opt>ASadd min@zopt~V!# hSQL
2 , ~57!

where zopt(V) is the optimal detection quadrature at fr
quency V, which depends also on the shape ofSadd(z).
Equation ~57! says that, in order to beat the SQL signi
cantly, the additional heterodyne noise at the optimal quad
ture has to be much smaller than unity. However, since
additional heterodyne noise is frequency independent,
subject to the quantum limit~50!, this requirement canno
always be satisfied if the optimal homodyne quadrature v
ies significantly with frequency in the observation band. A
consequence, heterodyne schemes will have very lim
power in converting conventional interferometers in
~broadband! QND interferometers.

Due to the simplicity of the input-output relations of co
ventional interferometers, we can go a step further and ob
a cleaner result in this case. Let us suppose that the a
tional heterodyne noise has exactly the form of Eq.~50!,
with generic values off andeR, i.e. it is quantum limited.
Inserting Eq. ~50! into Eq. ~56!, we find the frequency-
dependent optimal detection phase,

tanzopt~V!5
@12tanh2~R/2!# K~V!12tanh~R/2!sin2f

212tanh~R/2!cos2f
,

~58!

and obtain
Sh
quant lim~V!5F @112cos~2f!tanh~R/2!1tanh2~R/2!# K 2~V!24sin~2f!tanh~R/2! K~V!14

4K~V!@11cos~2f!tanh~R/2!# GhSQL
2 ~V!. ~59!
-
ne
ter,

ho-
tter

QL-
-
out
ven-

tum-
nsi-

de-
ch
Moreover, the quantum-limited heterodyne noise spec
density~59! can be recast into exactly the same form as t
of frequency-independent homodyne detection:

Sh
quant lim~V!5

hSQL
2 ~V!

2Keff~V!
@~Keff~V!2tanzeff!

211#

~60!

with

tanzeff[
tanh~R/2!sin~2f!

11tanh~R/2!cos~2f!
,

Keff~V![F12
12tanh2~R/2!

212tanh~R/2!cos~2f!G K~V!. ~61!

5Note thatz5zc is not the optimal quadrature.
al
t
Note that in the definition ofKeff the quantity multiplyingK
@which is less than 1, since21,tanh(R/2),11] can be
absorbed into the input power~see the definition ofK in
Table II!. Equations~60! and~61! therefore relate a conven
tional interferometer with a quantum limited heterody
readout scheme to an identical conventional interferome
but with lower input power and a frequency-independent
modyne readout scheme. As discussed by KLMTV, the la
does not exhibit broadband QND behavior~although fine-
tunings of parameters can sometimes give a moderate S
beating noise spectral density!. This means that the variable
quadrature optimization provided by heterodyne read
schemes does not enhance the QND performance of con
tional interferometers at all.

Nevertheless, as the equivalence also suggests, quan
limited heterodyne detection does not deteriorate the se
tivity with respect to frequency-independent homodyne
tection, except for the lower effective optical power, whi
5-12
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can in principle be made as close as possible to the
optical power, aseR→1`. For certain specially designe
interferometers, such as the speed-meter interferometers@27#
with Michelson@28# or Sagnac@29,30# topologies, the opti-
mal homodyne angle is largely constant over a broad
quency band. These interferometers already exhibit bro
band QND behavior with frequency-independent homod
detection. In this situation, a heterodyne detection sche
~e.g., the Schnupp square-wave demodulation scheme!, opti-
mized for that particular quadrature, can be employed, e
for technical reasons, without compromising the sensitivi

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we applied a quantum optical formalism t
heterodyne readout scheme for advanced GW interfer
eters such as Advanced LIGO. Our results provide a foun
tion for the astrophysical optimization of Advanced LIG
interferometers and should be used to decide whether a
modyne or heterodyne readout scheme is more adva
geous.

One of the advantages of the heterodyne readout sch
~with the exception of balanced heterodyning! is that all out-
put quadratures are available for measurement, providin
way of optimizing the sensitivity at each frequency. Th
result cannot be easily achieved in homodyne detect
However, as originally discovered by Gea-Banacloche
Leuchs@12# and by Schnupp@13# and analyzed by Niebaue
et al. @14# and Meers and Strain@15# in the low-power limit,
heterodyne detection leads to an additional noise term w
is a direct and necessary consequence of the Heisenber
certainty principle.

In the specific case of detuned RSE interferomet
planned for Advanced LIGO, we derived the expressions
the total heterodyne noise spectral density@see Eqs.~22!–
~26!, ~11!#, assuming a pair of Schnupp sidebands with ar
trary amplitude ratios. In the balanced case the effect of
additional heterodyne noise is shown in Fig. 4. In the m
practical very unbalanced@16# configuration, we compared
the noise curve in the optimal heterodyne case, obtained
maximizing over the heterodyne phase at each sideband
quency, with some noise curves obtained when the ho
dyne readout scheme is used. The results are shown in F
Neither the homodyne nor the heterodyne readout provid
noise spectral density that is the lowest for all frequenc
Moreover, the differences between the noise curves oc
mainly in the frequency band 70– 200 Hz where oth
sources of noise in Advanced LIGO will probably domina
e.g., thermal noise@25# ~unless more sophisticated tec
niques are implemented@26#!. So, before drawing any con
12200
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clusion on which readout scheme is preferable, the comp
son between them must take into account the other sou
of noise present in Advanced LIGO and should be addres
with reference to specific astrophysical GW sources, suc
neutron-star and/or~stellar mass! black-hole binaries, for
which the GW spectrum is a power law with an upper cut
ranging from;200 Hz to several kHz, and also low-ma
x-ray binaries which require narrowband configurations~de-
tuned RSE! around 500–700 Hz. In this paper we have pr
vided a framework in which these optimizations can be c
ried out. We shall report on the results of the optimizati
elsewhere@16#.

From a more theoretical point of view, we worked out
frequency-independent quantum limit for the additional h
erodyne noise@see Eq.~50!#, which made more explicit the
following fact: lowering the additional heterodyne nois
while simultaneously retaining the ability to measure mo
than one quadrature is incompatible in heterodyne detect
which is inherently frequency independent unless frequen
dependent squeezing techniques are implemented. In par
lar, this incompatibility seriously limits the extent to whic
conventional interferometers can beat the SQL using a
erodyne readout scheme. Indeed, we show in Sec. IV B
conventional interferometers with quantum limited hete
dyne detection are equivalent to conventional interferome
with frequency-independent homodyne detection and lo
optical power. However, for third-generation GW interferom
eters with speedmeter-type configurations@27–30#, which
are already QND interferometers under an appropr
frequency-independent homodyne detection, heterod
readout schemes can in principle be employed without co
promising their sensitivity.
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